
                                                                                 
  

 
 
PRESS RELEASE 

 
 
Enea delivers an unprecedented combination 

of determinism and throughput in Linux 
 

Enea is pioneering a POSIX API to its LWRT solution 
 

 
STOCKHOLM, Sweden, January 30, 2014 – Enea® (NASDAQ OMX Nordic:ENEA) today 
announced the first commercial release of Enea LightWeight RunTime (LWRT), making it 
possible for Communications and Networking equipment manufacturers to secure their software 
application investments over time, and facilitating a continuous technology evolution.  
 
Enea LWRT is an execution environment contained in one Linux user space thread and makes 
use of the technique of CPU/core isolation. By partitioning the CPU cores of a multicore system, 
dedicated cores can be assigned to perform real-time tasks in separation from the non-real-time 
tasks. This helps bringing customers a deterministic Linux environment, and gives them optimal 
hardware utilization and application performance. 
 
The benefits of Enea LWRT are most clearly visible in a Communications or Networking 
application context, e.g. in Radio Base Stations or Media Gateway platforms, where the needs for 
determinism, minimal interrupt latency, and high throughput are essential. Benchmark 
measurements show that Enea LWRT has an average interrupt latency comparable to Linux with 
the PREEMPT_RT patch, but with a worst case latency almost half as low, and a throughput  
(netperf) almost twice as high.  
 
For existing customers using Enea’s compact kernel RTOS Enea OSEck, Enea LWRT is the best 
alternative when introducing Linux into their products. It is a natural technology bridge preserving 
their existing architectures and securing their software application investments over time. 
 
Enea is today a world leader in Linux system partitioning when applying the NO_HZ patch in a 
commercial context, a position gained from the process of developing Enea LWRT. Enea is 
heavily involved in the associated Community work, and continues to invest into the evolution of 
LWRT and its applicability to a wider market, by adding POSIX APIs to the solution. This will 
enable optimal performance and determinism when running both real-time OSEck applications 
and pure Linux applications on top of LWRT. At last native Linux will then have an extension 



                                                                                 
  

available, capable of fully satisfying the ever increasing industry demands for system wide 
performance, robustness and efficiency. 
 
About Enea Linux 
Enea drives the momentum of the open source evolution through community participation in the 
Yocto Project and the Linaro Networking group, and through a rich ecosystem of semiconductor 
vendors, Enea guarantees that any choice of hardware is supported. For extreme performance 
requirements the Enea Linux real-time solutions in multicore systems are of fundamental 
strength. Enea is with you every step of the way in your software project, with a global support 
organization. 
 
 
 
For more information visit www.enea.com or contact: 
 
Oskar Swirtun, Senior Vice President of Marketing 
Phone: +46 8 507 140 00 or email: oskar.swirtun@enea.com 
 
 
About Enea  
Enea is a global software and services company focused on solutions for communication-driven 
products. With 40 years of experience, Enea is a world leader in the development of software 
platforms with extreme demands on high-availability and performance. Enea’s expertise in 
realtime operating systems and high availability middleware shortens development cycles, brings 
down product costs and increases system reliability. Enea’s vertical solutions cover telecom 
handsets and infrastructure, medtech, automotive and mil/aero. Enea has offices in Europe, 
North America and Asia. Enea is listed on NASDAQ OMX Nordic Exchange Stockholm AB. For 
more information please visit enea.com or contact us at info@enea.com. 
 
Enea®, Enea OSE®, Netbricks®, Polyhedra® and Zealcore® are registered trademarks of Enea AB and its 
subsidiaries. Enea OSE®ck, Enea OSE® Epsilon, Enea® Element, Enea® Optima, Enea® Optima Log Analyzer, 
Enea® Black Box Recorder, Enea® LINX, Enea® Accelerator, Polyhedra® Flashlite, Enea® dSPEED Platform, 
Enea® System Manager, Accelerating Network Convergence(TM), Device Software Optimized(TM) and Embedded for 
Leaders(TM) are unregistered trademarks of Enea AB or its subsidiaries. Any other company, product or service 
names mentioned above are the registered or unregistered trademarks of their respective owner. © Enea AB 2013. 
 
 

http://www.enea.com/

